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Abstract—A work cell is generally designed to achieve a high
throughput and its size is typically viewed as contingent to
component sizes. In this paper, we aim to design a compact
work cell (spatial requirement) and to minimize its task
completion time (temporal requirement) to a value set as a
constraint. By doing so, a work cell occupies a minimal space
and achieves its desired throughput. The work cell size is
evaluated based on the size and the swept volume of
components. This evaluation is important since a robot arm can
have a very large swept volume depending on a given task. To
satisfy the spatial and temporal requirements, we propose the
integration of the base placement optimization, goal
rearrangement, and motion coordination between the robot arm
and the positioning table. Furthermore, we introduce two
motion coordination schemes based on the spatial and temporal
requirements. We showed the effectiveness of the proposed
method through simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

OBOT arm with positioning table is an important system
applied in manufacturing work cells such as in inspection
and welding. It is widely-used due to its flexibility, reliability,
and efficiency in the use of robot arm workspace [1]. Since a
work cell is the basic manufacturing unit, this system has to
be compact and be able to execute task in minimal time.
In previous studies, the facility layout problem, a
nondeterministic polynomial time-complete problem, deals
with the placement of several machines. A comprehensive
survey of this problem is provided in [2]. In [3] and [4], a
layout is designed to minimize the traveled path of a robot
arm by determining the relative position and orientation of
machines in a work cell. To save space, machines are
represented as squares instead of super-shapes like circles
enclosing machines [3]. Such representation allows the
machines to be compactly located in a floor area. Since exact
or linear programming methods are computationally
inefficient for large number of machines, heuristics are used,
e.g., machines with high frequency of interaction are placed
near to each other [3]. Commonly, an area is divided into
blocks and the path traveled by the robot arm is approximated
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as a distance between blocks. These distances can be easily
calculated since a machine once it is assigned a placement in
the layout can be treated as a static goal of the robot arm. In
this paper, however, goals can be repositioned by a
positioning table making the problem complicated. Some
studies provide solutions for component arrangement, motion
programming, and layout optimization in the form of
interactive software [5], which may require some user skills
to generate a good layout. In the above-mentioned studies, the
layout is focused on two-dimensional (2D) floor area. A
related study dealing with 3D layout of objects is evaluated in
[6]. In that study, components are packed into a container
with the objective of maximizing packing density. In this
paper, however, the work cell components are moving (e. g.,
the robot arm and the positioning table simultaneously move
to execute task).
A problem similar to the facility layout design is the robot
arm base placement optimization. Several methods are
proposed such as employing a random method for the base
placement optimization with a probabilistic roadmap method
for the motion planning [7], optimization of some kinematic
criteria [8], [9], and the task completion time minimization
[10]. In [10], it is shown that in order to reduce the task
completion time, a robot arm must be placed afar from its
goals to achieve few joint motions; this, however, results into
a large occupied floor area.
Several studies focused on the motion planning of robot
arms. A comprehensive literature for the motion planning can
be found in [11]. In multiple-goal tasks (e.g., inspection and
welding), motion planning has been dealt with in combination
with goal rearrangement [12]-[15]. In those studies, the
emphasis is on minimizing the task completion time.
In this paper, we aim to design a compact work cell
consisting of a 6-DOF robot arm and a 1-DOF positioning
table, as shown in Figure 1. This study is unique from
previous studies in two aspects: 1) the evaluation of a
compact work cell and 2) the incorporation of a task
completion time constraint in the optimization. We evaluate
the compactness of a work cell on the basis of the size and the
swept volume of work cell components. This evaluation has
two merits: (a) it extends the facility layout problem into 3
dimensions which is practical for real settings that consider
both the floor area and the height of a work cell, and (b) it
takes into account the motion of the work cell components,
which is important since the swept volume can be very
dependent on a given task. For instance, a robot arm has a
small footprint but can occupy a substantial space owing to its
very large workspace. Furthermore, only a portion of this
workspace is utilized in a specific task. Minimizing the swept
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its speed.
B. Objective Function and Constraints
The configuration of AR and AP at goal gi is denoted as qi =
{θ i 0...θ i 6} where θ i 0 is the rotation angle of AP and {θ i 1...
θ i 6} are the joint angles of AR. The task is executed as
follows. First, AR and AP are positioned at configuration q0; or
conversely AR is at goal g0. Then, AR moves to a goal to
achieve the given goal pose; simultaneously, AP rotates and
positions AO. Afterwards, AR and AP moves back to q0. Based
from this task description, the task completion time in moving
from and returning to g0 can be calculated as:

Robot arm, AR
Tool, AT
Object/ work piece, Ao
Positioning table, AP

g2

g1
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Fig. 1 A system consisting of a robot arm and a positioning table. P is the
reference coordinate frame of the base of the table, O to that of an object
or work piece, and B to that of the robot arm base.

t actual =

volume can, therefore, be crucial in designing a work cell.
The incorporation of the task completion time constraint in
the optimization is important to achieve a high-throughput
target, e.g. number of volume of products in an hour. In this
paper, the throughput target is determined by setting a desired
task completion time, tdesired. Conceptually, if tdesired is
achieved in every work cell, the movement of products from
one work cell to another can be planned to avoid bottlenecks
in assembly line. In previous studies [12]-[15], the task
completion time is minimized as the performance index; in
this study, it is minimized and should satisfy the task
completion time constraint.
In order to design a compact work cell and satisfy the task
completion time constraint, we propose the integration of the
base placement optimization, goal rearrangement, and motion
coordination between the robot arm and the positioning table.
We introduce two motion coordination schemes based on the
the task completion time and the work cell size. No study has
yet proposed a motion coordination scheme for robot arm and
positioning table on the basis of the work cell size.
In Section II, the problem in this paper is described.
Section III is an overview of the proposed method and
Section IV discusses the details of this method. The
simulations, results and discussion are provided in Section V
and a conclusion is provided in Section VI.

A. Input Parameters and Assumptions
The task is defined by several goals located on Ao. The
goals are assumed to be given and are denoted as gi =( xi, yi, zi,
αi, βi, γi ) i∈(1…n), where gi is the ith goal in a goal order, n is
the number of goals, the position (xi, yi, zi) is referred to the
coordinate system of AO and the tool orientation (αi, βi, γi),
correspond to yaw, pitch, and roll, respectively. The home
position (i. e., the initial and final configuration of AR and AP
before and after task execution) is denoted as g0.
We assume that the sizes and shapes of the work cell
components are known. Moreover, we assume that AP can
handle objects of various sizes and weights without affecting

∑ c( g
i =1

i −1

, gi ) + c( g n , g0 ) .

(1)

where c(⋅) is the motion time of AR and AP in moving from
goals gi-1 to gi. With respect to (1), we emphasize on the
following points. First, tactual is the actual task completion
time of AR and AP in performing task, as opposed to tdesired
which is a constraint in the optimization. Second and last, we
assume a point-to-point motion of AR and AP from one goal to
another and the path between two goals is not given in
advance. This assumption is applicable to tasks that require a
robot arm to stop at every goal.
The total volume swept by AR in performing an entire task,
can be expressed as:

V R = U vol R (t ) , t∈ [0, tactual]

(2)

where volR(t) is the volume occupied by AR at time t.
Similarly, the swept volume of AP, AO, and AT can be
expressed as VP, VO, and VT, respectively. To design a
compact work cell, the total volume of work cell must be
minimized and can be calculated as:

V = min( V R ∪ V P ∪ V O ∪ V T )

(3)
In (3), the space gaps between the work cell components
are not explicitly taken into account; in this paper, these gaps
are practically considered in the representation of swept
volume.
C. Constraints
The following constraints must be satisfied:
1) Task completion time constraint

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND FORMULATION
Let us consider a work cell with components consisting of
a 6-DOF robot arm AR, a tool AT, a 1-DOF positioning table
AP, and an object AO (Figure 1).

n

t actual ≤ t desired

(4)
where tdesired is a user-specified value that defines the desired
task completion time of the work cell.
2) Collision constraint

vol R ( t ) ∩ vol ( t ) P ∩ vol T ( t ) ∩ vol O ( t ) = 0 ,
t ∈ [0, tactual]
(5)
The above constraint ensures that any potential collisions
among the work cell components are prevented.
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3) Joint limit constraint

θ

j , min

≤ θij ≤ θ

j , max

, i = 1…n, j = 0…6,
t ∈ [0, tactual]

(6)

where θ j,min and θ j,max are the minimum and maximum limits
of the robot arm and table joints.
4) Calculation or design time constraint
The calculation time for designing a compact work cell
must be within a user-defined design time limit. This
constraint is imposed for practicality since an optimization
can require extensive computational resources (e.g., several
hours or days). For the purpose of this study, we set the design
time limit to 30 minutes.
D. Design Variables
The design variables are as follows:
(a) base placement, (PxB, PyB, PzB)
(b) goal order, π
(c) the configuration qi, i= 1…n
The parameters (PxB, PyB, PzB) correspond to the distance
between the robot arm base B and the positioning table P. The
orientation of the base of AR relative to AP is not optimized in
this study since it may not be practical in some applications
(e. g., a robot arm base has to be mounted on a wall just to
satisfy the derived base orientation.).
The goal order π is derived which a permutation of possible
order of goals. The configurations of AR and AP are derived
by finding qi for every gi, i= 1..n.
III. PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND
OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED METHOD
A. Problem Analysis
The compactness of a work cell is a spatial requirement to
ensure that the work cell components occupy a minimal space.
The task completion time, on the other hand, is a temporal
requirement to reduce the task completion time and
eventually achieve high productivity. Designing a compact
work cell and satisfying the desired task completion time
constraint is very complex. For example, the swept volume of
the robot arm depends on the base placement and the motion
of the robot arm (See Figure 2). In the two base placement
settings shown, the change in the work cell size results into a
corresponding change in the task completion. In Fig. 2(b), for
instance, in order to achieve a minimal task completion time,
the robot arm and the table have to move in a coordinated
manner that results into a large swept volume.
Generally, the work cell size can be affected by (a) the
intrinsic properties of the work cell components (e.g., the
sizes and shapes of the robot arm and the table) and (b) the
properties related to the task specifications such as tdesired and
goal pose, i.e., position and orientation. These properties are
interrelated and analyzing their individual effects on the work
cell size as well as on the resulting task completion time tactual
is too complicated for the following reasons: 1) collisions are
possible among work cell components, 2) the problem is very
heterogeneous, dealing with a combinatorial problem to
derive goal order and an analytical problem on the motion
coordination of the robot arm and the positioning table, and 3)
the kinematic redundancy of the system leads to several
possible configurations of the robot arm and the positioning
table.
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Fig. 2 Swept volume of work cell components. In (a) and (b), the same task
is done but in different base placement settings of the robot arm. In (a), the
work cell size is 0.484m3 and the task completion time is 2.134s. In (b), the
work cell size is 0.535m3 and the task completion time is 1.577s.

B. Overview of Proposed Method
We propose a practical solution to this problem (Figure 3).
The proposed method selects the most compact work cell or a
work cell with the least size. The work cell size is calculated
approximately through a method using bounding box,
discussed in Section IVA. In minimizing the work cell size,
the base placement optimization, goal rearrangement, and
motion coordination are employed. The base placement
optimization selects the best placement of AR relative to AP,
discussed in detail in Section IVB. The goal rearrangement
derive the goal order that is suitable for minimizing the work
cell size and satisfying the task completion time constraint,
discussed in detail in Section IVC. Since the system has 7
DOF, the redundancy is resolved through the motion
coordination between AR and AP. Two motion coordination
schemes are proposed and are discussed in detail in Section
IVD. In selecting configurations, the collision and joint limit
constraints are considered and thereby satisfied. After
deriving the robot arm and table configurations, the task
completion time tactual is calculated using (1). As a constraint,
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-Work cell components
-Goal position and orientation
-Robot arm and table kinematic
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Work cell size evaluation
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Motion coordination
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tÅCalculate task completion time

Fig. 3 Proposed method.

Is t ≤tdesired?

tactual must be less than or equal to the desired task completion
time tdesired. If this constraint is satisfied, then the work cell
size is evaluated. Otherwise, the optimization will proceed to
another possible solution. The above cycle terminates when
the calculation time exceeded the design time limit (i.e., 30
minutes).
IV. DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
A. Work Cell Size Evaluation
The work cell size is determined by calculating the swept
volume of the work cell components. The swept volume of AR
is very complex while that of AP and AT is a simple cylindrical
volume, as a result of the rotation of AP about the z-axis (See
Fig. 2). In this paper, the swept volume is calculated by
finding the least-size bounding box that encloses all work cell
components. The space gaps between the work cell
components are also enclosed in the bounding box. The
occupied volume of the work cell components is calculated
by first determining the maximum and minimum values of the
x, y, and z coordinates of their swept volumes. Then, the
difference of maximum and minimum values of x, y, and z
values are calculated to derive the volume of the bounding
box. In the case of AT, the calculation of the swept volume is
included with that of AR since it is being held by the
end-effector of AR. As for AP and AO, the volume can be easily
calculated as the bounding box of the swept cylindrical
volume.
The approximate calculation of a work cell size is
conducted due to the following reasons. 1) Calculating the
exact swept volume of the work cell components, particularly
that of the robot arm, is very complex and can require
extensive calculation time. 2) In real manufacturing setting,
work cells are designed as cubicles, which are rectangular in
shape.
B. Base Placement Optimization
The base placement optimization is important in designing
a work cell since the distance of the robot arm AR relative to
the positioning table AP primarily dictates the floor area of the
work cell and affects the resulting motion of AR and AP. In
particular, Fig. 2 shows that the base placement is crucial in
the work cell size with a corresponding tradeoff in the task
completion time. Although it would be appealing to position
AR near AP so as to reduce the floor area; but, this may result
into a large swept volume of AR and/or a long task completion
time and therefore would violate the tdesired constraint.
Furthermore, the existence of potential collisions and the
nonlinearity of the robot arm complicate the base placement
optimization. Hence, it can not be treated as a simple
nonlinear optimization. As a solution, a direct search method
is employed using simulated annealing (SA).
The SA, which is based on a stochastic local neighbor
search method, can be robust and capable of avoiding local
minima by selecting a solution that can be worse than a
current solution (i.e., a base placement design with a work
cell size larger than that of the previous design). The

probability of accepting a worse solution is too high at the
start and is subsequently reduced as the optimization
proceeds. In this paper, we define a neighborhood as a set of
solutions found by incrementing or decrementing the design
variables by a constant step size (i.e. 10 [mm]). See [16] for
detailed discussion on SA.
C. Goal Rearrangement
We briefly describe the algorithm for the goal
rearrangement in this section. See [15] for details. To reduce
the calculation time, the goals are clustered into groups based
on their locations on the planar boundaries defined by the
approximate box enclosing object AO. With the clustering, the
algorithm derives (a) the order of clusters and (b) the goal
order in every cluster. The order of clusters (a) is solved using
the 2-opt algorithm, which exchanges the order of two
clusters, while (b) is derived using the Lin-Kernighan
algorithm. The stopping condition for deriving the goal order
is when the exchange in the 2-opt algorithm did not result to a
better solution or when the calculation time limit is exceeded.
D. Motion Coordination Schemes
In the motion coordination, the robot arm and table
movements are coordinated synchronously to select
configurations that are collision-free and that would satisfy a
particular performance index. In this paper, we introduce a
motion coordination scheme to minimize the work cell size,
referred to as the spatial motion coordination. In our previous
study [15], we propose a motion coordination scheme to
minimize the task completion time, which is referred to as the
temporal motion coordination. We emphasize on the
following points in regard to these two schemes.
1) If the optimization has no tdesired constraint or the value of
tdesired is quite large (i. e., the task completion time is not quite
critical in the optimization), the spatial motion coordination is
solely appropriate for designing a compact work cell.
2) The temporal motion coordination scheme may still be
suitable for designing a compact work cell. It may seem
contradictory but is valid for the following reasons. a) The
temporal motion coordination is only applied in the motion
coordination level of the optimization (i.e., selection of
configurations); this means that a compact work cell can still
be evaluated as the performance index of the entire
optimization. b) The temporal motion coordination, which
minimizes the motion time, can be favorable in the
optimization in which a tdesired constraint has to be satisfied.
We employ a graph-based search in the motion
coordination. The steps in the graph search are as follows: (a)
Definition and creation of vertices (i.e., the configurations of
robot arm and table); (b) Calculation of edge weights (i.e., the
work cell size in the spatial motion coordination scheme, and
the task completion time in the temporal motion coordination
scheme), and (c) Selection of vertices in the graph. The two
motion coordination schemes differs in (b) and (c). That is,
the steps on how the edge weights are calculated and how the
vertices are selected. These steps are described in detail as
follows.
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robot arm and the positioning table. The parameter l defines the rotation
angle of the table, θ i0.

1) Definition and creation of vertices in the graph
For concreteness, we consider the search graph shown in
Figure 4. The ith goal in a goal order corresponds to stage i. A
vertex is a configuration qi of AR and AT when reaching goal
gi. The set of vertices belonging to the same column
corresponds to the possible configurations of the robot arm in
reaching a single goal that is rotated by AP in several angles.
In creating vertices of every goal, the joint angle value of
table θ i0 is selected and {θ i1…θ i6} are determined by solving
the inverse kinematics (IK) of the robot arm; this is done to
reduce the number of unknowns. We denote a parameter l to
describe the possible values of θ i0, which is defined in (7) and
(8).
θ i0(l) = θ 0,min + l*d(k) , l∈{0,1…2k-1,2k}
(7)
(8)
d(k) = ( θ 0 ,max − θ 0 , min ) / 2 k , k≥1
where k is a user-defined step resolution of table rotation, d is
the step, θ 0,min, and θ 0,max are the maximum and minimum
search limit values for θ i0. For a large k value, the search
space is quite dense and may require a long calculation time.
In this paper, the k value is 6, equivalent to the step resolution
of 5.625°, which is adequate enough to obtain a good solution.
To cover one whole rotation of the positioning table, θ 0,min
and θ 0,max are set to -180° and 180°, respectively.
2) Calculation of the edge weights
Every edge connecting two vertices in the graph is
weighted depending on the motion coordination scheme.
-- For the spatial motion coordination, the weight is
denoted as ΔV(gi-1, gi), defined as the change in the work cell
volume when moving from gi-1 to gi. This is calculated as:
ΔV (gi-1, gi)= V(gi)- V(gi-1)
(9)
where V(gi) is the total swept volume of the work cell
components from t=0 until the time AR reaches gi or the time
when the motion coordination is at stage i.
--For the temporal motion coordination, the weight is the
motion time c(gi-1, gi) , which is calculated based on the
maximum velocity of joints as shown in (10). This is done for
simplicity, which assumes that AR and AP are able to achieve
its maximum velocity at negligible amount of time.
c (gi-1,gi)= max (|θ i j - θ i-1 j |/s j,max )
(10)

3) Selection of vertices in the graph
In selecting the configurations of AR and AP, the greedy
nearest neighbor algorithm is used, which selects a
configuration qi that has the least weight value at every stage,
provided that it satisfies the collision constraint (5) for
collision-free motion of AR and AP, and the joint limit
constraint (6). In the spatial motion coordination, a qi is
selected that has the least ΔV (gi-1, gi) while in the temporal
motion coordination, the qi with the least c (gi-1, gi) is selected.
The selected qi at every stage corresponds to the vertex in Fig.
4 from where the edges are emanating towards the next stage.
The nearest neighbor algorithm is used since it requires less
calculation time. Other algorithms (e.g., Dijkstra algorithm)
can be used to derive a high-quality solution but may require
long calculation time.
When two or more configurations have the same weight
values, the following rules are applied:
-- For the spatial motion coordination, the configuration
that has the minimum motion time is selected.
-- For the temporal motion coordination, the configuration
that has the least increase in volume is selected.
The above rules are practical in the aspect of achieving a
compact work cell with the task completion time constraint.
In selecting the configuration qi, the motion of AR and AP
from one goal to another goal are based on straight-line paths
in the configuration space. If collision is detected, other
configurations are tested again for collision, which is possible
since the system is kinematically redundant. To detect
collision, the work cell components are modeled as oriented
bounding box (OBB), appropriate for modeling rectangular
shapes. See [17] for details of OBB.
V. SIMULATIONS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we empirically evaluate the performance of
the proposed method, i.e., the integration of the base
placement (BP) optimization, the goal rearrangement and the
motion coordination. The performance of the two motion
coordination schemes are evaluated under various tdesired
settings.
A. Simulation and Compared Methods
First, we consider a simulation without imposing the tdesired
constraint. This can be considered as designing a compact
work cell with no critical requirement in the task completion
time. In this simulation, we are interested in comparing the
proposed method and a method without the BP, which
employs only the goal rearrangement and the motion
coordination. Without employing the goal rearrangement and
the motion coordination, the task cannot be executed due to
collision.
Second, a simulation is conducted in which the value of
tdesired is varied to compare the performance of the two motion
coordination schemes: the temporal motion coordination
(TMC) and the spatial motion coordination scheme (SMC).

j =0...6

where s

j,max

is the maximum speed of joint j.
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2.367
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Fig. 5 Initial work cell setting (a) and the work cell size at the initial setting.

B. Simulation Settings and Parameters
Figure 5 shows the initial setting in the simulation. The
positioning table is located at (0, 0, 0) while the initial base
placement of robot arm, (PxB, PyB, PzB), is set to (-600[mm], 0,
0), which is derived based on an empirical method [10]. In
this method, the position of the robot arm at PxB = -600[mm]
is set to be approximately 70% of its reach from g0. The value
of PyB = 0 is selected to provide a balanced reach for robot
arm, since AO occupies -200[mm]≤ y≤ 200[mm]. With PzB =
0, the effective height of the object when placed on the table
(i.e., 300[mm]), is quite appropriate to the robot arm base link
(i.e., 335[mm]).
The object AO is a parallelepiped with a size of 400[mm] by
400[mm] by 200[mm], the dimension of which is comparable
to that of the robot arm links. The initial end-effector position
g0 is located at (0, 0, 500[mm]) with orientation (0, 180°, 0),
just above the object; this is suitable for designing a compact
work cell since the projection of the robot arm towards the
floor layout coincided with that of AT and AO, resulting into a
minimal initial work cell size (See Fig. 5).
We consider a task with 12 goals that are located on the
three faces of AO, i. e. 4 goals are sparsely located on each
face. A task with only few goals is considered so that a
high-quality solution can be obtained. If the number of goals
is large, the simulation may require a longer design time limit.
The simulation is done using a Core 2 Duo 3.0GHz processor
with 4GB RAM.
C. Results and Discussion
Table I shows the derived work cell size and the
corresponding task completion in the optimization without
tdesired constraint. The proposed method combining SMC has
the best performance with about 38% reduction in the size of
the work cell compared to the method without the BP
optimization (0.283[m3] vs 0.456[m3]). This result shows that
integrating the BP optimization with goal rearrangement and
motion coordination is quite effective in designing a compact
work cell. With and without the BP optimization, the SMC
performs better than the TMC. This is expected since the
SMC selects qi on the basis of the work cell size. Without the
BP, the work cell size obtained by the TMC and the SMC are
comparable (0.484[m3] against 0.456[m3]), which is because
of having the same base placement setting.

Proposed method (with BP)
TMC
SMC
0.373
0.283
2.139
2. 769

Figure 6 illustrates the base placement of the robot arm and
the swept volume of the work cell components as a result of
employing the proposed method combined with the SMC.
With the BP optimization, the motion of the robot arm in the
entire task execution is focused on a certain region that results
into a compact work cell size; for comparison see Fig. 2(b). In
Fig 6(b), there are portions where the robot arm end-effector
moves into a region directly above the table. This can be seen
clearly in the accompanying video of this paper. In the video,
the robot arm end-effector can be seen as moving to that
region with its joint links stretched. This movement does not
result into substantial increase in the swept volume since that
region is a part of the previously swept volume. If there is no
increase in the swept volume, the configuration with the
minimum task completion time is selected in the motion
coordination.
Figure 7 shows the work cell size obtained by the proposed
method under the various tdesired settings. In tdesired= 1.75[s],
the proposed method with the SMC did not satisfy the desired
task completion time constraint while that with the TMC
satisfied this constraint. The tdesired =1.75[s] can be viewed as
a very restrictive constraint for the SMC. On the other hand, it
is suitable for the TMC since at the motion coordination level
the TMC selects the qi on the basis of the least motion time. In
a way, this provides leverage for the proposed method with
the TMC to derive a short task completion time and minimize
the work cell size. In tdesired= 2.0[s] and tdesired= 2.25[s], the
performance of the proposed method combined with the SMC
relative to that with the TMC is about 20.87% and 22.81%,
Front view

Top view
y

B (-360, -230, 70)

x

P (0, 0, 0)
y
z

x

B
y
(a) Occupied volume at initial setting t=0

(b) Swept volume after task execution
Fig. 6 Swept volume employing the proposed method combined with the
SMC and without the tdesired constraint.
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WorkCell size, [m3]

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0.475

0.444
0.352

1.75

2.00

are compared based on their applicability in satisfying the
task completion time constraint.
It is observed that the work cell size and the task
completion time can be conflicting requirements in the
compact work cell design. Further studies will be undertaken
based on this observation. Since the nearest neighbor
algorithm is sensitive to local minima, other algorithms such
as the Dijkstra algorithm can be used in the motion
coordination.

0.380
0.293

TMC
SMC

2.25

Desired task completion time, tdesired [s]
Fig 7. Work cell size optimization using the proposed method under various
tdesired settings. The spatial motion coordination (SMC) is not able to satisfy
the constraint of tdesired= 1.75[s]; but it performs better than the temporal
motion coordination (TMC) in the two other settings.
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respectively, which shows that the proposed method with
SMC is very effective in designing a compact work cell under
these tdesired settings. If tdesired=2.5[s], it is expected that the
work cell size derived by the proposed method with the SMC
to be less than or equal to 0.293[m3], which is the derived
solution at tdesired=2.25[s]. By looking at the corresponding
task completion time of the derived minimum work cell size
in Table I, which is 2.769[s], we can further say that if tdesired
>2.769[s], a minimum work cell size can be derived.
Moreover, the SMC is appropriate as the motion coordination
scheme for tdesired >2.769[s]. Therefore, a reasonable basis in
designing a compact work cell with respect to the tdesired
constraint is the result of the compact work cell design
without the tdesired constraint. Another basis is the result of the
task completion time minimization in order to determine the
minimum tdesired value that can be satisfied. For example,
given the same work cell setting, we performed the task
completion time minimization using the base placement
optimization, the goal rearrangement and the TMC. (Note
that TMC is used as the motion coordination scheme since the
task completion time is minimized in this instance.) The
derived minimum task completion time is 1.577[s]. If tdesired
<1.577[s], then the tdesired constraint becomes too restrictive
and no solution will apparently be derived in the compact
work cell design. Further, if the value of tdesired is near but
greater than 1.577[s] (e.g., tdesired= 1.75[s]), the TMC is
applicable to be used as the motion coordination scheme, as
reflected in the result in Fig. 7. The two above-mentioned
bases pertain only to the two possible crucial values of tdesired.
Determining, however, the range of tdesired values on which of
the TMC and the SMC will be the appropriate motion
coordination scheme is difficult and is currently pursued in
our study.
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